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Instructions
This booklet contains material for the completion of the set task under
supervised conditions.
This booklet is specific to each series and this material must only be issued to
learners who have been entered to undertake the task.
This booklet should be kept securely until the start of the 12-hour supervised
assessment period.
This set task should be undertaken during the assessment period of a week
timetabled by Pearson.
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Instructions to Teachers/Tutors and/or Invigilators
This paper must be read in conjunction with information on conduct for
the task in the unit specification and the BTEC Nationals Information for
Conducting External Assessments (ICEA) document. See Pearson Website for
further information.
The set task should be carried out under supervised conditions.
Work should be completed on a computer using notation software.
All learner work must be completed independently and authenticated
before being submitted to Pearson by the Teacher/Tutor and/or Invigilator.
Centres are free to arrange the supervised assessment period how they wish
provided the 12 hours for producing final outcomes are under the level
of supervision specified, and in accordance with the conduct procedures
within a period timetabled by Pearson.
Learners must not bring anything into the supervised environment or take
anything out.
Centres are responsible for putting in place appropriate checks to ensure
that only permitted material is introduced into the supervised environment.
Maintaining security:
ÂÂ User areas must only be accessible to the individual learner and to named
members of staff.
ÂÂ

Learners can only access their work under supervision.

ÂÂ

Learner work is regularly backed up.

ÂÂ

Any work learners produce under supervision must be kept secure.

ÂÂ

ÂÂ
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Any materials being used by learners must be collected in at the end of
each session, stored securely and handed back at the beginning of the
next session.
Learners are not permitted to have access to the internet or other
resources during the supervised assessment period.
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Outcomes for Submission
The following will need to be submitted by each learner:
ÂÂ

ÂÂ

ÂÂ

the full score and a part for each of the four live performers.
a final mix of the complete composition at CD quality audio
(44.1 KHz/16 bit).
the process statement.

A fully completed authentication sheet must be completed by each learner;
the prepared notes do not need to be submitted with the final outcomes
to Pearson.
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Instructions for Learners
Read the set task information carefully.
This contains all the information you need to complete each activity within
the set task.
Plan your time carefully to allow for the preparation and completion of all
the activities.
You will complete the activities within the set task under supervision and
your work will be kept securely during any breaks taken.
You will have access to a computer and necessary equipment.
You must work independently throughout the supervised assessment
period and should not share your work with other learners.
Your teacher/tutor may clarify the wording that appears in this task but
cannot provide any guidance in completion of the task.
This task must be completed under supervision in timetabled sessions
provided by your centre. You will be given more than one timetabled session
to complete these tasks.
Outcomes for Submission
You will need to be submit:
ÂÂ

ÂÂ

ÂÂ

the full score and a part for each of the four live performers.
a final mix of your complete composition at CD quality audio
(44.1 KHz/16 bit).
your process statement.

A fully completed authentication sheet must also be completed; any
prepared notes do not need to be submitted with the final outcomes
to Pearson.
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Set Task Brief
You are to create and compose a short piece of music to be played live,
as part of a commission for a press launch for Runaway, a sports footwear
company.
Background information about Runaway
Runaway, a sports footwear company, is launching in the UK with a range
of trainers that will be sold online and in selected high street stores.
Runaway is a successful brand across Asia, Australia and Africa and is
based in South Africa. It is a relatively new company, setting up in 2009.
However, the youthful, sleek style of its products have quickly achieved a
massive following and the company currently holds a sizeable share of the
Australasian and African marketplace.
The next move for expansion is for Runaway to launch in Europe and there
is to be a press launch soon in the UK. A theme tune already exists, which
Runaway has been promoting to create a market brand identity. However,
in preparation for the launch, the decision has been taken to extend and
reformulate this music. This new piece of music must be designed to raise
audience awareness and give the new UK market a way to notice this new,
exciting company.
The company wants the music to represent the urban, African, rugged
image that has already been created for its footwear.
The piece will be played live by 4 musicians, with the rest of the music on a
backing track.
The music piece produced must be developed from the following musical
theme tune:
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Set Task
You must complete ALL activities within the set task.
You are to complete a composition in response to the brief. The music piece
produced must be developed from the given musical theme tune in the Set
Task Brief.
Activity 1: CREATING YOUR COMPOSITION
Produce a completed composition in response to the brief.
As part of the brief the company has specified that the music created
should:
ÂÂ

be approximately 2 minutes long

ÂÂ

use at least 2 contrasting sections

ÂÂ

be developed from the musical idea that is part of the brand’s identity

ÂÂ

be composed for between 6 and 12 instruments including the 4 live
instruments: alto sax, trumpet, electric guitar and marimba.

During the creation of your composition you need to consider:
ÂÂ

styles of music that might contribute to your composition

ÂÂ

using a variety of compositional techniques and technology

ÂÂ

how to present your ideas in the completed composition.

You will submit your completed composition mixed and recorded as a
suitable audio file.
You will be assessed on your use of compositional techniques, how well your
composition matches the requirements of the brief and how closely the
finished score and audio match each other.
Total for Activity 1 = 20 marks
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Activity 2: CREATE A SCORE AND PARTS
Create a full score of the whole composition and individual parts for: alto
sax, trumpet, electric guitar and marimba.
During the creation of the score and parts you should:
ÂÂ

ÂÂ

ÂÂ

ÂÂ

create your score simultaneously with the creation of the music, paying
particular attention to conventions of notation
notate your score making sure you have included notation of pitch,
rhythm, harmony, phrasing and expression
make sure that all instruments are included and written accurately and
that each instrument is clearly labelled on the score and in the separate
parts
make sure that the appropriate idiomatic conventions are used for each
instrument.

You will submit your presentation of the full score plus four individual
instrumental parts
You will be assessed on your notation skills, completion and marking of
score and parts and use of idiomatic conventions.
Total for Activity 2 = 20 marks
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Activity 3: USING TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE A COMPOSITION
Use technology throughout your composition.
During the compositional process you should consider:
ÂÂ

ÂÂ

ÂÂ

techniques you can use for your composition to ensure that it is well
produced both sonically and stylistically
the use of effects to enhance the sounds and to produce a mixed
final recording that is balanced and uses equalisation and stereo field
appropriately
the sounds or timbres selected and whether they enhance the music and
the overall sound of the composition.

You will submit a mixed and finished audio file in an appropriate format.
You will be assessed on the stylistic output of the audio, use of balance,
stereo and EQ and effective use of chose timbres.
Total for Activity 3 = 20 marks
Activity 4: PROCESS STATEMENT
Produce a word processed statement about the composition process.
The statement should include information about:
ÂÂ

how the submitted work meets the requirements of the brief

ÂÂ

how you used compositional techniques to develop your piece

ÂÂ

how and why you took decisions through the creation of composition.

You will be assessed on how your composition meets the requirements of
the brief, how you linked theoretical knowledge within the development
of the piece and your justification of choices made throughout the
compositional process.
Total for Activity 4 = 15 marks

END OF TASK
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TOTAL FOR TASK = 75 MARKS
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Unit 4: Music Composition Brief - Sample
marking grid
General Marking Guidance


All learners must receive the same treatment. Examiners must mark the first
learner in exactly the same way as they mark the last.



Marking grids should be applied positively. Learners must be rewarded for
what they have shown they can do rather than penalised for omissions.



Examiners should mark according to the marking grid not according to their
perception of where the grade boundaries may lie.



All marks on the marking grid should be used appropriately.



All the marks on the marking grid are designed to be awarded. Examiners
should always award full marks if deserved. Examiners should also be
prepared to award zero marks if the learner’s response is not rewardable
according to the marking grid.



Where judgment is required, a marking grid will provide the principles by
which marks will be awarded.



When examiners are in doubt regarding the application of the marking grid to
a learner’s response, a senior examiner should be consulted.

Specific Marking guidance
The marking grids have been designed to assess learner work holistically.
Rows within the grids identify the assessment focus/outcome being targeted.
When using a marking grid, the ‘best fit’ approach should be used.
●

Examiners should first make a holistic judgement on which band most
closely matches the learner response and place it within that band.
Learners will be placed in the band that best describes their answer.

●

The mark awarded within the band will be decided based on the quality
of the answer in response to the assessment focus/outcome and will be
modified according to how securely all bullet points are displayed at that
band.

●

Marks will be awarded towards the top or bottom of that band depending
on how they have evidenced each of the descriptor bullet points.
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Activity 1: Composition

20 marks
7 - 11

12 - 16

17 - 20

0

1-6

Level of
response not
worthy of
credit



Demonstrates limited use
of compositional
technique



Demonstrates appropriate
use of compositional
techniques



Demonstrates effective
use of compositional
techniques with some
variety



Demonstrates effective,
varied and imaginative use
of compositional
techniques



Composition is narrow in
scope and lacks
development



Composition shows some
scope and development
meeting the requirements
of the brief



Composition is fully
developed meeting all the
requirements of the brief



Composition is fully
developed and explored
meeting the requirements
of the brief



Score contains
inaccuracies of legibility
and representation that
hampers its use and fails
to represent the audio



Score mostly represents
the audio with some
inaccuracies in legibility



Score represents the
audio, any inaccuracies in
legibility are minor



Score is fully legible and
fully represents the audio
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Activity 2 - Notation - Conventions 20 marks
0
Level of
response not
worthy of
credit

1-6

7 - 11

12 - 16

17 - 20



Demonstrates limited
range of skills relating
to notation of pitch,
rhythm and harmony
without phrasing and
expression



Demonstrates skills
relating to notation of
pitch, rhythm and
harmony, with some
examples of phrasing
and expression



Demonstrates
effective skills relating
to notation of pitch,
rhythm and harmony,
with appropriate use
of phrasing and
expression



Demonstrates robust
skills relating to
notation of pitch,
rhythm and harmony,
with comprehensive
use of phrasing and
expression



Score and parts are
partially complete



Score and parts are
mostly complete but
contain some errors in
markings



Score and parts are
complete but contains
minimal errors in
markings



Score and parts are
complete and
markings are labelled
and presented
correctly



Parts contain little use
of idiomatic
conventions with
limited relevance to
the instruments



Parts contain some
idiomatic conventions
relevant to the
instruments



Parts contain mostly
appropriate use of
idiomatic conventions
relevant to the
instruments



Parts contain fully
appropriate, careful
and correct idiomatic
conventions relevant
to the instruments
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Activity 3: Use of Technology 20 marks
0

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

Level of
response not
worthy of
credit



Use of technology is
limited



Use of technology is
appropriate but lacks
detailed editing work



Use of technology results
in a coherently stylistic
audio outcome.



Use of technology results
in a consistently stylistic
and well produced audio
outcome



Audio recording contains
noticeable technical
defects with some areas
of balance, stereo or EQ
not well handled



Audio recording has some
sense of balance, stereo
field and EQ throughout
with minor defects



Balance, stereo field or
EQ are used effectively
and are mostly consistent



Balance, stereo field or
EQ are used effectively
and are consistent
throughout enhancing the
musical and sonic
outcome



Limited selection of
appropriate timbres



Chosen timbres generally
appropriate



Chosen timbres used
appropriately throughout
with some enhancement
of sonic and musical
outcomes



Chosen timbres are used
effectively throughout,
consistently enhancing
sonic and musical
outcomes
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Activity 4: Process Statement 15 marks
0
Level of
response not
worthy of
credit

1-5

6-10

11-15



Written statement partially explains
how the submitted work meets the
requirements of the brief



Written statement clearly explains
how the submitted work meets the
requirements of the brief



Written statement clearly and
comprehensively explains how the
submitted work meets the
requirements of the brief



Limited links are made between
knowledge of music theory and
development of the composition



Links are made between knowledge
of music theory and development of
the composition in most of the
statement



Close links are consistently
established between music theory
and the composition throughout the
statement



Makes simple comments about the
processes used



Able to explain the processes used to
achieve the outcome presented by
the scenario



Able to fully justify the processes
used to achieve the outcome
presented by the scenario
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